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ABSTRACT 
Here we report preliminary work on a gesture-  
based  interface for robot guidance. The sys- 
tem requires no physical contact with the o p  
erator, but uses unca l ib ra ted  s te reo  vision 
with ac t ive  con tours  to track the position and 
pointing direction of a hand. With a g r o u n d  
p lane  cons t ra in t ,  it is then possible to find the 
indicated position in the robot's workspace, by 
considering only two-dimensional collineations. 

The system is accurate to about 2cm in a 
40cm workspace; natural operator feedback im- 
proves this to within Icm. It is initialised by 
observing just 4 points on the plane. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
A 1111111l)er of SYS~.CIIIS l~nvc I)cct~ prol'owc'l in t,l~e 
past, Tor I l~~l~~nn-coml~t t . c r  inl.erncl.io~~ I>asccl on 
Iland gestures and pointing. Some systems re- 
quired the user to wear a special glove or mag- 
netic sensors [ I ,  2, 31. Others using image pro- 
cessing have required calibration for each user's 
individual hand shape and posture [4]. 

We have developed a stereo vision pointing 
system as an input device for a robot manipula- 
tor, to provide a novel and convenient means for 
tho operator to specify points for pick-and-place 
operations. We use active contour techniques [5] 
to track a hand in a pointing gesture, with con- 
ventional monochrome cameras and fairly mod- 
est image-processing hardware. 

A single view of a pointing hand is ambigu- 
ous: its distance from the camera cannot be de- 
termined, and the slant of its orientation is hard 
to measure. Stereo views constrain the indicated 
point to a line in space, passing through the fin- 
gertip in the direction of pointing. We employ 
a ground-plane const,raint to determine the sin- 
gle point on a tnl,lc-lop corresponding 1.0 each 
gesture. The use of such a constraint effectively 
reduces the problem to a two-dimensional one. 

2 THEORY 
2.1 Viewing the plane 
Consider a pinhole-camera vision system view- 
ing a plane. The viewing transformation for each 
camera is a plane-to-plane collineation between 
some world coordinate system (X, Y) and image 
coordinates (u ,  v )  thus: 

where s is a scale factor that varies for each 
point; and T is a 3 x 3 transformation matrix. 
The system is homogeneous, so we can fix tg3 = 
1, leaving 8 degrees of freedom. To solve for T 
we must observe at  least four reference points; 
nntl, by assigning arl)il.rnry worlcl coorclina1.c~ 1.0 
t.llcsc poit1t.s (c.g. (0, O), (0, I ) ,  ( I ,  I ) ,  (1, O)), we 
define a new coordinate system on the plane, 
which we call working plane coordinates. 

Now, given the image coordinates of a point 
anywhere in the plane, along with the image co- 
ordinates of the four reference points, it is possi- 
ble to invert the relation and recover the point's 
working plane coordinates, which are invariant 
to the choice of camera location. 

2.2 Pointing at the plane 
With natural human pointing behaviour, there 
is an arbitrary distance between the hand and 
the indicated point: the hand is used to define a 
line in space, passing through the fingertip. This 
line will not generally be in the ground plane 
but intersects the plane a t  some point. I t  is that 
point that we aim to recover. 

Let the pointing finger lie along the line 1, in 
space (see fi gure 1). Viewed by a camera, it ap- 
pcnrs to bc on line li  in the image, which is also 
the projection of a plane, P, passing through the 
image line and the optical centre of the camera. 
This plane intersects the ground plane G along 
line lSP. We know that the I ,  lies in P ,  and 
the indicated point in I,,, but from one view we 
cannot see exactly where. 



Note that li  is an image of l gP;  that is, 

Figure 1: Projection of the finger's image line 
li onto the ground plane yields a constraint line 
lgp on which the indicated point must lie. 

where T is the projective transformation from 
equation (1). If the four reference points arc 
visible, t,l~is transformation can bc invcrtctl to 
find t l ~ c  constraint line in terms of the working 
plane coordinates. 

Repeating this procedure with a second cam- 
era C' gives us another view 1: of the finger, and 
another line of constraint l i p .  The two constr- 
aint lines will intersect a t  a point on the ground 
plane, which is the indicated point. Its position 
can now be found relative to the four reference 
points (figure 2). 

Because all calculations are restricted to the 
image and ground planes, explicit 3-D recon- 
struction is avoided and no camera calibration 
is necessary. In fact, provided four points on 
the plane are always visible, the results will be 
invariant to camera motion. 

3 IMPLEMENTATION 
3.1 Equipment 
The system is implemented on a Sun SPARC- 
station 10 with a Data Cell S2200 frame grab- 
ber. Images are provided by two PULNIX mono- 
chrome CCD cameras, which view the operator's 
hand and the working area from a distance of 
about 2 metres. The angle betwen the cameras 
is about 30'. A Scorbot ER-7 robot arm is also 
connected to the Sun. 

3.2 Tracking the hand 
We use a template-based active contour model 
[6] to track the extended index finger and up- 
turned thumb of a hand in the familiar 'pointing' 
gesture. 

Initially, the tracker deforms affinely until 
it has aquired the dimensions of the operator's 
hand; it is then restricted to rigid motions in 
the image plane, and a single degree of shearing 

(c) 
(which is how the fingers appear to move unless 
strongly foreshortened). The pointing direction 

Figure 2: By taking the line of pointing in each ~ ~ ' z s s u ~ ~ c ~  to be the 0rientat.ion of the intiex fin- 

view (a,  b), transforming it into the coordinate ger; the base of the thumb is tracked merely to 
system defined by the four reference points, and resolve an aperture pmblem [TI induced by the 

finding the intersection of the lines (c), the in- finger's long thin shape. w e  have deliberately 
dicated point can be determined; this is then avoided tracking the main part of the hand be- 

projected back into the images. cause this has a complicated shape which can 
vary significantly from one person to another. 

The template-based tracker (figure 3) is de- 
signed to settle on a pointing hand so that one 
of its basis vectors is parallel to the index finger. 



This makes it easy to recover the line of pointing 
in the image. 

For this experiment, the corners of a coloured 
rect,angle on the tabletop are used to define the 
working coordinate system. 

The trackers for the two cameras are ini- 
tialised, one after the other, by the operator 
holding his hand up to a template in the im- 
age, and waiting a few seconds while it moulds 
itself to the contours of the finger and thumb. 
With both trackers running, the hand can be 
used as an input device by pointing to places on 
the tabletmop. 

Uncer ta in ty  

Wc can derive a measure of uncertainty for the 
t.rackers' position and orientation in the image 
by considering the "residual offsets" (offsets be- 
t.wccn nct.nnl and prctlict,cct image edges after 
st)Ivilig for t.rn~~slnl.io~is nntl tlrforninl,io~~s [(i]). 

I:ron~ i.l~is crror wc cnlculatc f 2a pcrlrirba- 
tions of the position and orientation of lines l i  
and 1 : ;  and, by projecting these onto the ground 
plane, estimate the uncertainty in the position 
of the indicated point. 

Figure 4 shows the system in operation, with 
an uncertainty ellipse drawn two standard devi- 
ations (95% confidence) away from the indicated 
point,. 

IIumans seem to judge their own pointing direc- 
tion partly by the line of sight connecting their 
fingertip to their eye rather than the finger direc- 
tion itself, and this produces an offset between 
imagined and observed pointing directions. Sub- 
jective estimates of accuracy are in the order of 
2-4cm. 

Tests using an artificial pointing device (fig- 
urc 5) sl~ow t,llat our system is accurate to about 
3.7%) (RMS error) of tllc working plane coordi- 
nates, or 15mm in a 40cm workspace, which is 
comparable with predicted uncertainty. 

3.4 Robot guidance experiment 

Figure 3: The template for the finger-tracking 
active contour. 

Figure 4: Uncertainty measure for the pointing 
lines and indicated point. 

For this experiment, the reference points are de- 
fined by observing the robot gripper as it visits Figure 5:  Mechanical pointing device used to 
4 points in a plane (this not only defines the assess the accuracy of our system 



working coordinate system but relates it to the 
robot's own world coordinate system). ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

Finger-trackers operate as before, but now 
the robot is instructed to move repeatedly to 
where the hand is pointing, providing the oper- 
ator with direct feedback of the system's output. 

Performance 

By observing feedback from the robot, the op- 
erator is able to position the gripper to within 
lcm: sufficient accuracy to instruct it to pick up 
n small wootlcn I~lock placctl in i t s  workspacc 
(fig~tre 6 ) .  

Figure 6: Gestural control of rol~ot position. 
Tllc working plane is now 50mm above the table- 
top; the four reference points (white rectangle) 
were defined by the robot's gripper. 

4 CONCLUSION 

01lr nlgorit.11nl for resolving t.he point.ing tlirec- 
l ioll 1)rovcs 1.0 I)c ~lsnl)lc nntl st.al)lc il l  t . 1 1 ~  prcs- 
cllcc of liortnnl image noise. It tlocs not rcquirc 
camera calibration because all calculation takes 
place in the image and ground planes. By track- 
ing 4 points on the plane it could be made in- 
variant to camera motions. 

The main problem for this system is tracking 
a pointing hand reliably in stereo. At present, 
this is only possible in an environment where 
there is a strong constrast between the hand and 
tlie background. Tkacking speed is limited by 
our hardware (a single Sun SPARCstation) and 
could be improved by adding purpose-built im- 
age processing equipment. 

When a human operator is included in a sys- 
tem, they can, almost subconsciously, feed back 
on the output and compensate for small system- 
atic errors. In this manner, a human can indi- 
cate positions with sufficient accuracy to guide 
pick-and-place operations. 

We are indebted to Mr. Masaaki Fukumoto and 
Dr. Yasuhito Suenaga of the NTT Human Inter- 
face Laboratories, Yokosuka, Japan, who collab- 
orated with Roberto Cipolla on an earlier imple- 
mentation of this algorithm. 
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